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Thermal Effects in Concrete Bridge Superstructures
ROY A. IMBSEN and DAVID E. VANDERSHAF

ABSTRACT

The findings of a current research project
entitled Thermal Effects in concrete Bridqe
Superstructures are highlighted. The research project is sponsored by NCHRP. A
brief discussion of the mechanis¡ns of heat
transfer as they relate to bridge structures
is presented, including the ther¡nal coeffi-

cients of various types of different concrete conposed of different aggregates.
AIso inclualecl are brief discussions on nean
effective bridge temperatures' temperature
dífferentiats, and the response analysis for
nonlinear temperature gra¿lients. Two case
studies of longitudinal thernal response
selected from those conducted in the research project are íncLuded ín this paper.
the thermal gradients used in Nev¡ zealand,
England, and Ontario, Canada, plus those
reconmended' by the Post-Tensioning Institute, are included in the response analysis. In addition, specific recon¡nendations
for inproving the U.S. design provisions for
thermal effects are included.

Figure 2, exhibited thè
greatest anount of cracking (3). The crack patterns
on the single-cel1 bottom deck soffit and webs are
also shown in rigure 2. The largest crack wídth
reporte¿l ís approximately 0.13 in.
shown schematically in

HEAT TRANSFER BY RADIATION

Heat transfer by radiation is gênerally considered
to be the most inportant contribution of heat energy
exchânge on concrete bridge superstructures. During
the daylight hours when the structure is exposed to
the sun, especially during the war¡û summer months, a
net gain of heat energy occurs throughout the depth
of the structure' prirnarily as a result of solar
radiation impinging on the surfâces of the structure. Conversely, prinarily as ã result of reradiation to the surrounding environrnent of the heat energy stored in the structure' a net loss of heat
energy occurs during the nÍght. During the sunner
the ternperature in the top surface of the bridge
deck is warmer than the soffit' which results in a
positive gradient. A negaÈive gradient develops on
typical winter níghts when the top surface is cooler
than the soffit.
THERMÀL PROPERTIES OF CONCRETE

Traditionalty, bridges have been designed to resist
only Èhe overall longituclinal movernent arísing from
However
with the recent
temperature strain.
changes in bridge types, it has' become apparent that
tenperature differentials also exist in bridge superstructures.
These tetnperature dífferentials
cause stresses that should be inclucled ín the design
procedures. Although the current AASHTo specifications include probabLe temperature ranges of mean
temperature conditions that affect expansion and
contraction of concrete bridge superstructures'
there is no recom¡nendation for tenperature differentials thât rnay occur in individual superstructure
sections.

The purpose of this paper is to highlight some of
the findings in a current research project' Thernal
Effects in Concretê Bridge supêrstructures (f)
which reviews and evaluates the various procedures'
that have been proposed for use in considering thêrmaL effects on bridge superstructures. The ultímate
goal of the research is to upgrade the current
AÀsHTo code for thermal effects.
There are only a few publishe¿l accounts of concrete bridges danaged by diffêrential temperature
effects. In l98I zichner (!) described the fundanentals for determining temperature effects ín concrete bridges and indicated that cracks such as
those shown in Figure I were observed during
thorough inspections of several different bridges.
The cracks, located in the botton sl"âbs and girder
sterns of these box-gircler bridges, resulted in part
fron temperature differences that exísÈed erithin the
individual brirlge superstructures.
Recently in Colorado, cracking was experienced ín
the webs and bottom deck soffíts of four cantilever,
segmental, prestressed bridges. T\do of the bridges
are approximately 747 ft long, the third is about
516 ft long, and the fourth ís about 449 ft long.
The three longer brÍdges have four spans, whereas
the shorter one has three. The three-span bridget

The thermal coefficient of expansion for concrete is
greatly depen¿lent on its aggregate type and nix proportions (4-l). The cenent paste of normal concrete
usually has a higher thernal coefficient of expansion than the aggregate in the nixi howeverr because
the aggregate occupies about 75 percent of the volume, it is the thertnal expansion characteristics of
the aggregate that díctate the anticipated volunetric change during a given tempèrature change.
l4ost co¿les specify an average thermal coefficient
of 0.000011 to 0.000012 per degree Celsius (about
0.000006 per degree Fahrenheit) for reinforce¿l concrete. The actual coefficients frotn laboratory
tests on concrete sa¡nplès (Table 1) vãry by äs much
as 22 percent äbove and 64 percent below the higher
value, depending on the aggregate type.
!{EAN

TEI4PERATURES

or effective bridgê tempêratures are associ,ated
with the long-term (seasonal) movements of a
bridge. Bridge codes typically provide detailed
guidelines for the calculation of overall l-ongitudinal movements by specifying a range of temperatures
that depend on the geographical location of the
bridge and the structure type. The specified range
of effêctive temperatures rèpresents the average
range to be considered in design. At tines, a given
range of effective teÍìperatures tnay have to bè adjusted to compensate for unusual conditÍons' such as
frost pockets or shel-tered, low-lyíng areas.
EÍìerson (!) defines the effective temperature of
a bridge as that tenperature that governs the longitudinal movement of the bridge deck. The effective
temperature may be derived by performing a calculation that includes both the product of the areas between isotherns and their rnêan temperatures divíded
by the total area of cross section of the deck.
Emerson (9) an¿l Black et aI. (!q) have correlated
the extreme values of effecÈive bridge temperatures
Mean
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Gacks in a multispan box-girder bridge.

with shåde temperatures. Ernerson correlated shade
temperatures with the tenperatures obtained fro¡n
structures instrumented with thermocouples, srhereas
Black et a1. correlated shade ternperatures with
bridge rnovements to obtain the extrene values of effective bridge temperatures.
TEMPERATURE DIFFERENTIALS

One-dimensional heat flow in the vertical direction is generally consiclered to be sufficiently
accurate to conduct most analyses of briclge superstructures.
Researchers have conducted both
analytical and experinental studies to deterrníne
temperature differentials Èhat occur in bridge superstructures. The research efforts Èhat led to the
development of the codes in New Zealand, England,
and Ontario, Canada, are briefly discussed.

Because of the unsatisfactory thermal conductivity

New Zealand

i

l.
l

of concrete, the diurnal temperature effects on a
concrete bridge superstructure usually produce tenperature gradíènts. Large, positive tenperature
grådients occur during days with high solar radiation, clear skies, a large range of atnbient temperåtures, and a Iight wind. Negative temperature
gradients develop during periods associated with
night and winÈer conditions. The ternperature gradients that for¡n in a given structure are governed by
heat flow through the bocìy and are a funcÈion of the
density, specific heat, and thermal conductivity of
the concrete.

Priestley (+r12) analyzed the effècts of several
assumed thermal gradíents and conpared the results
with measured data available at the time. One of
the assumed thermaL graclients consisted of. a linear
tenperature distribution through the top deck slab,
as proposed by l4aher (ll), and which was supported
by measured tenperãtures fron three bridges located
in the British Isles (L4,15). Other assumed thernal
gradients included the temperature distribution proposed by the !4inistry of works of New zealand, and
distríbutions in which temperatures vary vrith depth
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degree Celsius)
Aggregate

PCA

(q)

Quartzite
Quartz
Sandstone
G¡avel

Granite
Dolerite

11.9
1.t.7
10.8
9.5

Basalt

8.6

Ma¡ble
Limestone

6.8

2

Miller Creek Bridge in Colorado.

Thermal Coefficient of Concrete (-0.000001 per

Type

PIEP

Browne
Emerson

ç)

Ontario

12.7

1t .7- t4.6

rz.8

.0- t3.2
9 .2- t3.3
9 .0- 13.7

tr.7

9

tt.7
13.2

9.6
9.6

8. 1- 10.3

.9- \0.4
7.4
4.3- r 0.3

l

3.l
9.5
9.5

7

4.47.3

1.4

early from a maxi¡nun at the top surface of the deck
stab to a mininum at a ¿lepth of 1200 tm. The non1ínear variation is represented by a fifth-degree
parabola. The second Part of the revised distribution appli"es only to a ileck slab over an enclosecl
cell of a box girder, in which case tenperatures are
assuneal to decrease 1inear1y. The third and finaL
part of the revised distribution assutnes a linear
variation of tenperatures over the bottorn 200 ¡nm (8
in.) of the cross section.
Priesttey also found that the naximum temperature
at the top of the concrete deck slab woulil decrease
linearly wíth the thickness of bituninous overlay
because of the insulating properties of thís ¡nater ial.
creât Britain

as second-degree, fourth-degree, and sixth-¿legree
parabolas. The sixth-¿legree parabola was found to

be in satisfactory âgreement with neasured ¿latã' and
its use was recommencled for superstructure dePths
between 1200 anal 1500 rm (47 and 59 in.).
In 1976 Priestley (15'16) proposed a revised te¡nperature distribution that consisted of three indi-

vidual parts. as shown in Figure 3. In the first
part' ternperatures are assumed to decrease nonlin-

In 1973 E¡nerson (!rlZ) describecl a method for calculating the one-dinensional heat flow within a concrete-slab briclge by using an iterative' finite-ilifference solution schene. The method relates the
bridge temperature to solar radiation, ambient air
tetnperature, and wind speed. the rnoclel of the
structure in this case is conposeil'of several layers, and a starting tíme is assuned, at which point

l'
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used by Emerson (l).

Àlthough acknowledging that
the assumption of one-dinensional heat flow is not
technically correct, they cited conparisons that indicated that satisfactory correlations exist between
observed and predicted tenperature gradients obtained fro¡n a one-dimensional heaÈ-flow analysis.
They were able to use Èhis approach to develop sinplifíed formulas for use in desígn.
Conparisons betr/reen the British standar¿ls (lg),
Irtaher (13), the New Zealand Uinistry of Works (20) ,
and Priestleyrs sixth-degree parabola to an l-gírder
indicate that the resutting stresses are strongty
dependent on the temperature differences and tenperature gradients. Comparisons betlreen the gradients
proposed by Leonhardt et al. (21), priestley, trlaher,
and the one-dimensional heat flow were presented for
varying superstructure depths. The results were decomposeil into continuity and setf-equilibrating
stresses. Radolli and creen proposèd that simple
flesign for¡nulas be used for clesigns that do not require an understanding of the tenperature grailient.
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RESPONSE ANALYSIS

Temperature difference from the New Zealand design

Having selected a gjven tenperature gradient or
loading, the bridge designer is next faced wíth performing the response analysis. There are several
ways to accomplish this; the two most useful methods
follow.

the equations governing the boundary conditions are
applied.
The assunption of boundary conclitions requires an
estirnation of the tines at v¡hich the nonlinear dif-

General- llethod

ferential distribution is at a minimum. ft is further assuned that the tenperature throughout the
structure is a constant at this tine. Enerson (g)
estinated that the beginning tirne for concrete
brídges rdas 0800 hours for the heating phase and
1600 hours for the coolíng phase. By using Èhese
input paraneters, a nonlinear differential tenperature distribution was computed at l5-nin intervals
until a naxi¡num gradient was reached at approxirnately 1500 hours. Tenperatures predícted by the
nodel correlated well with measured proÈotype sutuner
and winter temperature distributions.
The current
British Standard BS 5400 (18) has been updated to
include the tenperature distributions deternined ín
these research efforts, ag shown in Figure 4.

The general nethod procedure, shown in Figurê

Equivålent Prestress ltethod
The equivalent prestress ¡nethod procedure, which ís

much easier to apply than the preceding oDêr is
based on an analogy betereen thermal strains and pre-

stress strains. In this metho¿l the stresses from a
conpletely restrained structure are superimposed
with the stresses that result from the removal of
the restraints, as shown in Figure 5c. Rernoval of
the restraint is accomplished by dividing the restrained stress field into a seríes of equivalent
negative prestress forces, as shown in Figure 5d.

Ontario

In 1975 Radolli and Green Ggl developed a onedimensional heât-flow analysis sinilar to the one
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involves separating the arbitrary gradient into
three components: axial, bending, and residual. ft
is first necessary to solve these three problens,
and then to superimpose the resultíng three stress
distributions, as shown ín Figure 5b.
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Response analYses.

Môst of the case studies presented in the follo'wing

sections were analize¿l by this

ALTERNATIVE

method.

APPROACHES

proThe bridge design coiles of õlifferent countries
vi¿le the designer with nany ilifferent approaches to

teip ...ount lor thernal effects' The codes basícafiy aiffer in the refinemenÈ used to deter¡nine the
rãi"åt"r"gi.a1 conditions at proposed bridge sites'
ft. typ"" of ther¡nal loadings consiilered' and the
nethods used to accommodate these ther¡nat loadings'
The cocles in most countries are si¡nil-ar ín that
they contain provisions for some sort of thermal
graåient that producês a corresponding stress ¿listribution; this corresponding stress distríbution is
then grouped with other stresses (e'g', dead load'
live load, prestress) so as to rnodify the ¿lesign'
This usually results in an increase in the prestress
force, sometirnes by a relatively large amount'
However, researchers in Switzerland and GerÍìany
are currently ¿leveloping a new approach based on the
àoncept thaC partíaI prestressing is sufficient to
acconmoclate therrnal gradient stresses and strains'
This design procedure leaves the prestress force unãhanged, ãnd relies insteaël on nilil steel reinforcemènt to resist the thernal stresses' Thist at least
in part, explains why bhe large nurnber of existinq
prestressed concrete brídges that were designed and
tuilt without consicleration given to thermal gradient effects have continue¿l to Perforn satisfactorily
for so rnany Years of service.

The mini¡nu¡n design requirenents for briclges in
the United States are governeat by the AASHTO design
specifications. rn certain cases additional' more
aetaifea design criteria rnay be used' With respect
to temperature, the tlesign recommendations of the
Post-Te;sioning Institute (PTI) are often used in
several
the design of prestressed-concrete bridges' own
dèindividual states have al-so developecl their
considering thernal effects'
for
proceilures
=iqn
which in most cases arè similar to those reco¡nmended
by PTI. A iletailed description of the procedures'
cãnpitecr from a survey of the states' is contained
in the NCHRP report (1).
CASE STUDIES

Longitudinal and transverse temperature effects were
applied to a selected group of U.S' bridges as part
of the NCRHP research prÕjêct. Four thermat gradients were used to study the longituclinal effects¡
whereas two ther¡nal gradients were used to study the
transverse effects.

Four thermal gradients (Figure 6) werè selected
for the case studies on longitudinal temperature effects. These gradients were selected because Èhey
are representative of those currently being used'
they include those specified in the New zeal-and'
British' and Ontario co¿les. In ad¿lition' the gradient reconrnended by PTI was included because it is
somevrhat representative of the gradients currently
usecl in the uníted States. A surnmary of the briclges
included in the NCHRP project on case studies for
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Summary of tsridges lncluded in Case Studies for Longitudinal Temperature Bffects

Case

Name and Location

IL

Bridge, Precast, prestressed
Arizona l-girder
West Silver Eagle Road Cast-in-place preoverhead, California
stressed box girder
Turkey Run Creek
Precast, prestressed
Bridge, Indiana
segmental box girder
Kishwaukee Rive¡
Precast, prestressed
Br.idge, Illinois
segmental box girder
Columbia River Bridge, Cast-in-place preWashington
stressed segmental

4L
5L
6L

Superstructure

Colorado River
California and

3L

8L

Depth

Substructure Length

317ft,0in.

0.057

1,096 ft, 0 in.

I

I ft,8 in.

0.047

1,870 ft, 0 in.

9

ft,0 in.a 0.053

5ó5

Double
column

750 ft, 0 in.

Single

6 in.

column
Single

Connector,
Califo¡nia
Miller Creek F-l l-AK,
Colorado
East

Cast-in-place rein-

forced box girder
Precast, prestressed
segments and box

6

ft,

3

0.056

5

ft,

0

0.037

column
Single

column

24 ft,O in9

Double
column

750 ft, 0 in.

Single

I,104

5

ft,

0

in.

No.

of

Spans

No. of

No. of

Hinges

Frames Comment

50
60
20
50
50

Representative

I-girder
Representative

box girder
Segmental

cantilever
Segmental

cantilever
Segmental and

haunched
cantilever
Falsewo¡k

0.037

loadirg

ft,0 in.

6 ft,

0

column
Single

Depth/Span
Ratio

in.
in.
9 ft, 0 in.

ft,

Pie¡ wall

box gûder

Wesf Silve¡ Eagle Road Cast-in-place preove¡head (falsework), stressed box ghder

Califo¡lia

1L

USA. PTI

Thermal gradients used for case studies.

No.

2L

950

445

ft,3 in.

column

8

ft,0

in.
in.

0.055
0.041

11
30

2

Multiframe
Case

history

girder
uMini^um

bMaximum

longitudinal effects is given Ín TâbIe 2. The results of two of Èhese case studies (case numbers 5L
and 8t) are included in this paper. The âpplicable
portions of the codes are those that pertain to the
positive gradients that occur during the day when
there is high solar radiation.
PloÈs of top and botton fiber stress versus the
distance longitudinally along the bridge are presented in this paper for both of the case studies.
In addition, section stresses are included at selected points atong the bridge to show the stress
variations at different depths.
The plots show thãt naximurn fiber stresses usually occur at the pier or column supports adjacent
to the abutments. The plots also show that changes
in superstructurê cross sections caused by flares in
the bottom slab and girder stens or in the haunched
superstructure cause significant changes in fiber
3

girders, the criteria specífy a temperature increase
of. 20oF in the top slab. The stresses caused by
this increase in tenperature are combined with deaã
load for a service loading. In additíon, another
service load condition, which results from one-hâlf
the temperature gradient (i.e., I0oF), is combined
with the dead load and full live 1oad.
This structure, sho$rn schenatically in Figure 7,
is a five-span, 1,870-ft-1ong bridge.
Figures 8 and 9 are plots of top and botton fiber
stresses, respectively, along the bridge center_
line. The Ontario code was not considered in this
case because ít ivâs not apparent how this code
should be applied to nonprismatic sections.
Figures 10 and 1I show plots of the variatÍon in
stresses, \¿ith section depth for the three gradients
considered for 9- and 24-ft-deep sections, respec_
tively.

tresses.

The bridges analyzed were assumed to have a coefficient of thernal expansion of 0.000006 per degree
Fahrenheit, uncracked section properties, and no reductions in thernal gradients for surfacing, elevation, and so forth.
Case

5L: Columbia River Bridge

The Colu¡nbia River Bridge was included in the case
studies because it is a najor structure and because

it uses a customized and optimized cross section.
Another reason for selecting this bridge is to evaluate the effect of the pronounced variation in the

depth of its structure caused by the haunches at the

interior supports. This bridge was designect according to the ¡{ashington State criteria on thermal effects. For longitudÍnal thermal effects of box

Case

8L: MiIIer Creek Bridge

Miller Creek Bridge and several other bridges in
the same area developed severe cracking problerns
shortly after conpletion of construction. Because
thermal gradient effects are suspected as being one
of the causes of this distress, this bridge rr,as in_
cluded in the casè studies.
Thís structure, shown schemâtically in Figure 12,
is a three-span, 455-ft-long bridge.
Figurès 13 and 14 are plots of top anil bottom
fiber stresses, respectively, along the bri¿lge cen_
terline.
The I{iller Creek Bridge is of special interest
because the structure developed retatively severe
cracking in the bottom flange and girder sterns at
approxinately the one-guarter ånd threè-guarter
The
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poínts of span 2 (see Figure 2) a short time after
ãornpletion of construction. Thernal gradient effecls are thought to have been a significant conThe crack
tributing factor to this distress'
wiilthsr in fact, were observed to be opening and
closing on a daily basis, generally correlating reasonably wetl with daily tenperature fluctuations'
This structure was constructed by the segnental¡
balanced-cantílever nethoat. Prestress tendons are
typically placed in the bottom stab wíthín the center portion of the span to resist positive bending
monents that can result from creep after the cantilevered portions of the suPerstructure are Èied tÕgether. In this bridge these tendons terninated in
[.ne vicinity of the cracking. several othêr sirnilar
nearby at about the same tine
brÍdges
"ori"trr.t"d
similar cracking patterns'
have developed
A plot that shows dead-, prestress-, and U'S'
thernal-load stresses is shown in Figure 15' This
plot shoyrs that tensile stresses occur in the botton

fiber at the same location grhere the cracks developed in the Miller Creek Brialge.
Baseal on the iletails of construction and the

characteristics of the observed cracking, it is
postulated that the reasons for the cracking appear
to be some conbination of the following:
I. Greater inetastic reclistribution of stress
(i.e.r increase of positive monent from creep) than
anticipated,
2. Stress concentratíons in the prestress anchoragê zone, and

3. Thernal gradient stresses.

Àlthough the prinary cause of the distress cannot
be precisely determined, it appears that thê inelas-

tic redistributíon of stress that results in an ín-

crease of positive moment (reason I) is probably the

Local tension
most inportant single factor.
stresses caused by prestress anchorages an¿l thernal
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gradient êtresses, although significant, are probably of secondary inportance.
The cracking probably couldl have been avoitted by
extending the bottorn slab prestress tendons in the
zones of high bottom-fiber cornprêssion, thus anchoring then much closer to bents 2 ancl 3.
In surnmary, it appears that although the thernal
gradient stresses do contribuÈe to the cracking
problem, they are not the basic cause of it.

auxilíary ¡ni1d reinforcement by the partlâ1 prestressing concept;
d. A nap that indicates the maxirnum probable
solar radiation in different geographical
areas to help deterrnine t,he maximum tenperature differential for a given bridge
site; and
e. Transverse analysis consideration of the
effects of a temperature differential
câused by solar radiation on the top deck

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOM¡,iENDATIONS

Several câse studies were conducted to investígate

the effects of various assumed thermal gradients on
the longitudinal and transverse fiber stresses induced in various. types of concrete bridge superstructures. The following conclusions about the
nature of ther¡¡al effects on concrete bridges are
drawn fro¡n an asEessnent of the results of these
case studies.
1. Although fiber stresses induced in different
brídges by any single thernal grailient may vary in
magnitude, the stress patterns are generally similar.
2. Cross-sectional changes such as bottom slab

flares and haunches have a significant effect on the
fiber stresses induced by therrnal gradients.
3. The calculated fiber stresses were sensitive
to the type of tenperature gradient assume¿I. À1though some gradients produced similar, extrenìe
fiber stresses, the tlifferences in fiber stresses
betneen the extrene fibers within the girder section
were sígnificant. fn nany cases this difference ¡vas
sufficient to affect the requirements for longitudina1 reinforcenent. Thís could be a contributing
factor in some cases where concrete cracking has

950

slab.

3. rn developing a method for designing bridges
for thermäl effects, there are several points that
¡nust be kept in mind. These pointsr which relate to
the current state of the art and design practices,
are as follows:
a. The format of the design specifícations
should be general enough to include advances in the state of the art as they
are developed and allow for extensíon of
the procêdures to other bridge types in
the future,
b. The proce¿lures should provicle for maxi¡nun
simplícity without sacrifícing significant accuracy,
c. The need for future tralning to inplement
the procedures nust be considered, and
d. In light of the línited number of cases
in which tenperature-índuced ¿listress has
been observe¿I, there is a potential problem with designer acceptance of elaborate
therrnal design procedures.

been observed.
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Fatigue Behavior of Welded Wrought-Iron Bridge Hangers
PETER B. KEATING, JOHN W. FISHER, BEN T. YEN, ANd WILLIAM J. FRANK
ABSTRÀCT

The behavior of fatigue crack growth and
fatigue strength of welded lap splice
wrought-iron hangers in a railroad bridge
was studied. The origínal wrought-iron
hangers were lap spliced with steel plates
for the purpose of tightening the members.
Fíeld inspection revealed cracks in the
welded lap splices. Examination of simuIated test joints and cracked hanger splices
in the laboratory indícated that fatigue
cracks would develop from weld deposits at
the cut of the wrought-iron bar, propagate
into the steel splice plate, and cause failure. Fatigue cracks could also propagate
into the wrought-iron bars but would be arresteil by the slag (íron silicate) stringers. Breaking of the wrought-iron bar only
occurred when the applied stress was quite
high in conparison with the yield point.
l'leasured live-load stresses in the actual
bridge member were relatively Iow. Eval-uation of traffic and load records índicates
that the effective live-load stresses would
be well below the fatígue strengths of these
spli.ced joínts. No inminent problen of fatigue failure is expected in the hangers.

Before the refine¡nent of the steel-making process,
wroughÈ iron was widely used as the princÍple structural material in briclge construction. lt was used

in many railroad structures during the perioil from
the late 1800s to the early 1900s. Although the
naterial properties of wrought iron have been well
known since the beginníng of its use, the welded
fatigue behavior has hever been adequately quantified. Thus a study on the fatigue behavior of
welded wrought-iron splice plate repairs on Norfolk
and Western Raihray Bridge No. 651- in Hannibal,
Iqissouri, is prèsenteil. Welded repairs are knor.¿n to
result in l-ow fatígue strength details with steel
components. Because the structural membêrs were
wrought iron rsith steel reinforcementr it was
desired to evaluate the seriousness of the resulting
welded details and to assess the degree of cumulative danage that rnay have occurred.
BRIDGE DESCRIPTION

The Norfolk and lilestern Railway Bridge was origi-

nally built for the wabash Railroad in 1888 by the
Detroit lron and Bridge works. The bridge spans the
!4ississippi River nith seven truss spans and one
continuous swing span for a total length of I'580 ft
(Figure 1). It carries a single track and has a
truss spacing of 18 ft. The bridge members are con-

